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Key messages  

 Substantial benefits, across all economic sectors  

 More work needed to get the message across 

 

 Countries at very different stages of “reaping the WSS 

benefits” curve 
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The “WSS benefits curve”? 
 

Typical investment schedule 
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Benefit information: what for?  

 Clear demand for benefit information from policy-makers (e.g. 

explicitly asked for in WFD) 

 Information on benefits is only one trigger for decision-makers 

(politicians and households): understand what makes people “tick” 

 Place benefits from WSS in broader context: how does WSS 

compare with investments in health, roads, climate change mitigation?  

 Need for better articulating messages 

 Clarify underlying assumptions  

 Distinguish actual from potential benefits, although unrealised 

benefits today may have a value in the future (option values)  

 Clarify financial impact on the public purse (what is the value of 

benefits to the other sectors) and macro-economic impacts  

 Strengthen link between researchers and policy-makers: researchers 

need to get better at presenting results and policy implications  
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Benefits from access to WSS 

 Substantial benefits in developing countries and still 

disadvantaged populations in developed countries where there are 

benefits to gain 

 Contribute to post 2015 MDG discussion  

 Feed into the review of MDG targets 

 Set objectives with indicators valid in 2030 or beyond  

 Go beyond access indicators: consider the broader impact of WSS on 

the economy as a whole and what is needed  

 Make limited funds stretch further: focus on cost-effective 

interventions (e.g. basic sanitation vs. sewerage, interbasin transfers 

rather than rainwater harvesting?) 
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Benefits from WWT for safe disposal 

 Harder to quantify but we have much more information 

than before and some orders of magnitude (e.g. French case study): 

how to capitalize on what we know already? 

 Pressures are significant and increase much faster than rate of 

population increases 

 Not only an OECD issue: developing countries are getting much 

more aware that they need to invest in water quality (due to broader 

economic impacts)  

 Diminishing returns in further regulatory tightening 

 Focus on valuing actual economic benefits: still not 

monetised clearly in OECD countries or elsewhere (e.g. fisheries) 

 Learn from research in the area of ecological services 
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Managing water resources  

 Benefits of flood and drought prevention are large compared 

to costs 

 But how can we convince the policy makers and go beyond 

crisis management 

 Possibly through the development of long term strategies according to 

treasury standards 

 More work needed on the macro economic benefits 

 How can we charge for these services – need to shift more 

of the burden on beneficiaries 

 There is a need to deal with rent-seeking behaviour 
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Benefits and financing   

 Benefits may be substantial but “elephants in the room” 

 Economic crisis: limited funds  

 Climate change, AIDS, etc: competition over resources  

 Make existing funds stretch further  

 Redirect resources to most cost-effective measures  

 Improve investment sequencing 

 How can benefits be monetised?  

 How to capture social benefits so that are taken into account by 

economic actors to support their investment and resource allocation 

decisions? (e.g. tourism tax) 

 Give incentives to utilities to invest where benefits are greatest (e.g. 

cover poor areas, promote water conservation)  

 Use benefit information to strengthen governance and support 

negotiations between stakeholders (with or without State mediation)  
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Next steps  

 Contributing to the report  

 Feedback by 15th April (comments to sophie@tremolet.com)  

 Next draft to OECD Working Party on Global & Structural Policies – 

20th May 

 Declassification by November 2010 – publication early 2011 

 Specific areas needing more work: 

 Develop common methodologies (critical issues such as discount 

rate, timeframe for valuation): potential for collaboration / exchanges 

between countries in terms of  

 Evaluating the impact of sequencing investments 

 Strengthen links with other research disciplines  

 environmental benefits, economic benefits (fish farming)  

 Benefits of governance, i.e. how it has improved decisions towards 

cheaper investments or actions that deliver wider benefits? 
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Further work on aggregated benefits 

 

 At national level:  

 Capitalise on positive experience: use available information (even 

if not perfect) and gradually build common indicators, benchmarking 

tools  

 At global level 

 Not yet at a stage where we can aggregate benefits  

 Evaluate overall benefits based on a series of comparable case 

studies 

 

 


